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between two persons subject to different legal systems should
be appended to this particular enactment. The fact, of course,
as Wolff has said, is that though the Italian jurists broke
entirely new ground, 'they pretended that they only developed
rules latent in the Corpus Juris'.1 As an example of the method
adopted we may cite the following gloss appended to this law of
the Code by Accursius as early as 1228 :2
The gloss         Quod si  Bononiensis  Mutinae conveniatur non  debet iudicari
of Accur-     secundum statuta Mutinae quibus non subest cum dicat: quos nostrae
S1T1S	.	.	.	*
clementiae regit temperamentum.
If a citizen of Bologna is sued at Modena he ought not to be
judged according to the statutes of Modena to which he is not subject,
since it says [in the law Cunctos populos] fcquos nostrae clementiae
regit temperamentum'.
This gloss of Accursius set the fashion, and thereafter the
post-glossators always treated their remarks on the conflict of
laws as a commentary on the law Cunctos populos of the Code.3
Tlieemi-Pre-eminent among these jurists was Bartolus (1314—57),
successively professor of law at Bologna, Pisa and Perugia,
who may aptly be described as the father of private international
law.4 He was the first man to deal with the subject on principle,
and his method was to determine the province of each rule of
law. His preoccupation was—'What groups of relationship
fall under a given rule of law?'5
rhestatute The po'st-glossators originated the statute theory which be-
thr^st- came *ke cen*Te °f interest in this department of law for many
succeeding centuries. In the Middle Ages the word Statute'
was used to indicate any law, legislative or customary, in an
Italian city which was peculiar to the city and contrary to the
general law prevailing in Italy, i.e. contrary to the Roman law
and to the Lombardic law. In its origin the object of the statute
theory was to settle conflicts which arose, first, between the
statutes of the numerous cities in Italy and, secondly, between
the statutes and what may be called the 'common law', i.e. the
legislation that affected all the subjects of the Emperor of
Germany and the King of Lornbardy.6
The post-glossators interpreted each statute in order to
ascertain its objept and thus to fix its rightful sphere of
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